Location of club relative to Prevesassin

5 from Prevesassin, 10 minute from Meyrin (depending how fast you drive of course)
A perfect flying site for ULM and models

Future development promised by Sergy commune.

To include a dedicated model area and a second ULM hangar
The ULM Club has a very open and family based attitude.

Public open days

Schools and local children encouraged to participate
Virtually no trees!

Club house next to the strip.

Good BBQ facility.
Safety – How to fly alongside the other activities

- There are ULMs flying from the site
- Java Hill has a very active helipad
- Geneva airport overflies the site with light aircraft
- There is paragliding activity near by (Crozet)

- So how can we integrate our activities?
Safe co-activity with the club

• CERN have proposed a procedure based on a well established method used by xJet (Youtube)
• CERN would provide airband radio to be used as part of the above procedure
• SERGY proposed we also use a ground flag when flying
• Only line of site or FPV with observer allowed
• A CTMC reservation facility has been added to the SERGY ULM booking site
Next steps

• Register the CTMC in France – tried once rejected (minutes of AGM must be in French)
• Open a French bank account
• Register CTMC with the FFAM – club members wanting to fly at SERGY must have FFAM insurance (paid for at extra cost)